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Abstract— We introduce MobiStream— a video streaming sys-
tem that exploits the perceptual value in the video content and
characteristics of the link layer and physical layer channels to en-
able efficient error-resilient video streaming over wireless wide-
area networks (WWANs).

The key building block in MobiStream is the use of link-layer
based, but application-controlled, virtual channels (ViCs) abstrac-
tion. Each virtual channel in MobiStream offers a level of relia-
bility and statistical loss gaurantee using ‘awareness’ of the char-
acteristics of link-layer and physical layer channels. Video ap-
plications can dynamically instantiate new virtual channels, con-
trol their loss behavior, and/or flexibly switch video transmis-
sion across channels. MobiStream achieves fine-grained error-
resilience by partitioning the video frames into number of small,
independently decodable, blocks of data (called ‘slices’) and as-
signs priority to each individual slice based on its perceptual (vi-
sual) usefulness. MobiStream augments a number of other en-
hancements for error-resilience: multiple description video cod-
ing, perceptual slice-structured coding, low-delay inter-frame and
intra-frame slice interleaving, dynamic unequal error protection,
and priority-based video-data scheduling to enable efficient and
error-resilient video streaming over wireless wide-area links.

MobiStream has been implemented and evaluated using loss
distributions from tests conducted over a commercial wide-area
wireless (CDMA2000 3G) network. Results show that, even in sta-
tionary conditions, MobiStream, on average, can improve video
picture quality by at least 4 dB. We conclude that significant ben-
efits to end-user experience can be obtained by deploying such a
system.

I. INTRODUCTION

Advances in digital video coding techniques coupled with
universal cellular network upgrades supporting broadband data-
rates (e.g., CDMA2000 and UMTS) are driving considerable
research into new video services and applications. However de-
spite the promises of efficient video coding techniques, today’s
video services have failed to take advantage of the advances
in wireless. The fact that video services in many WWANs are
limited to simple video-clips downloads as opposed to actual
video streaming shows the extent of difficulties and challenges
that WWAN environments still pose.

There are several impediments facing efficient error-resilient
video streaming over broadband wide-area wireless networks.
Firstly, data transmission over a radio channel is prone to bit
errors or corruptions due to multi-path effects, shadowing, and
interference. While link layer retransmissions and channel cod-
ing can improve video performance to an extent, it still cannot
completely avoid burst losses to occur (during deep fades) and
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Fig. 1. Virtual Channels (ViCs) for Wireless Wide-area Networks.

may result in high transmission delay and jitter. Secondly, there
is an inherent tussle between circuit voice and data users. Be-
cause available bandwidth is limited in a cell, each user typ-
ically gets assigned a channel bandwidth that is a function of
the signal strength and interference each user in that cell re-
ceives. If signal strength is too low or there is high interfer-
ence in the channel then more processing gain (transmit power)
or better channel coding (redundancy) is needed to protect the
transmitted data. Thirdly, limited number of data channels in
many WWANs are often shared by many users resulting to high
throughput variations. In some cases, data transmissions can be
completely impeded, e.g., during cell reselections/handoffs, re-
sulting in transmission gaps ranging from a fraction of a second
to several seconds and lead to packet loss. Such predicament in
the available channels and bandwidth also induces high delay
jitter during data transfer. Finally, user mobility leads to vary-
ing signal strengths due to the physical radio propagation path
loss and fading leading to different bandwidths being dynami-
cally assigned to an end-user.

Because of these challenges video coding in conjunction with
the commercial promise of broadband wide-area wireless tech-
nology, is attracting considerable research efforts particularly
directed towards efficient and error-resilient video coding and
transmission.

To this end, we present MobiStream— a video streaming
system that enables efficient error-resilient video streaming
over WWANs. The key building block in MobiStream is a
link-layer based, but application-controlled, and statistical
loss-based Virtual Channels (ViCs) abstraction (figure 1).
From the perspective of (video) applications, ViCs provide
statistical loss guarantee for partitioned video content flowing
between the end points of a WWAN link in the face of
varying channel conditions. Applications define and control
the use of available bandwidth and loss allocations among
each individual data flow within a ViC. While ViCs may not
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offer the spectrum of service guarantees necessary for a range
of other video-based applications, e.g., video telephony and
digital video broadcasting, it can still provide adequate service
guarantees for efficient error-resilient video streaming. As we
shall demonstrate in this work, there are several advantages
using ViCs in WWANs:

1) Smoothing burst losses: Burst packet losses can have
severe negative impact on video streaming applications. Using
virtual channels MobiStream can reduce or even eliminate
such burst loss effects leading to more efficient video streaming.

2) Statistical loss guarantees: Using link and physical layer
‘awareness’ of the loss distributions for a range of channel
conditions, MobiStream can provide statistical loss control for
each virtual channel to serve part of its traffic.

3) Perceptual video data prioritization: The inherent nature
of the video content itself offers the possibility for very
effective video data prioritization. MobiStream not only
prioritizes video data streams over virtual channels, but also
allows applications to ‘express’ the perceptual importance of
each data packet (or slice) in a video stream, i.e., protect more
visually more appealing (video) data than less important ones.

4) Applications-defined link layer behavior: Video applica-
tions in MobiStream can dynamically instantiate new virtual
channels, control their statistical loss behavior and/or flexibly
switch video data transmission across such channels. This
feature departs from the traditional observation of a wide-area
wireless link as a single-hard-coded ‘fixed reliability’ and
best-effort logical data link. Instead, MobiStream views
WWAN links as combination of multiple virtual channels each
with an increasing order of statistical reliability.

In this work we present our practical experiences using

the MobiStream system. We first present its design and
implementation, and then perform an extensive evaluation.
Using tests conducted over a commercial cellular CDMA2000
3G network, we show that MobiStream can provide statistical
loss guarantee on the order of 0.12% of the total loss samples
for a “best effort” reliable virtual channel and 0.53% for an
unreliable virtual channel for bandwidths ranging from 64
Kbps upto 200 Kbps.

Key Contributions

1) Our first contribution is the design, implementation and
evaluation of MobiStream— a video streaming system that
enables efficient and error-resilient video streaming over
wireless wide-area networks. Mobistream has been evaluated
using traces and packet loss distributions from stationary and
drive tests taken over a commercial cellullar (CDMA2000
3G) network. Our results demonstrate that MobiStream, on
average, can improve video streaming (picture) quality even in
the presence of burst packets losses by at least 4 dB.

2) We introduce virtual channels as the building block for
efficient video streaming in WWANs. Virtual channels depart
than the traditional observation of WWAN link as a single
hard-coded, fixed-reliability ‘best-effort’ data link. Instead,
MobiStream views a WWAN link as composed of multiple
independent virtual channels. Each virtual channel is an
independent logical entity that offers a level of reliability with
statistical loss guarantee. Virtual channels are flexible in the
sense that they are dynamically instantiated, their statistical
loss behavior controlled and/or allow flexible switching in
video data transmission across channels. Video streaming
applications can particularly benefit from the flexibility offered
by virtual channels transmitting more useful data over more
reliable channels and less important data over less reliable
channels. However when a virtual channel is not reliable



enough, it can still provide the flexibility for video applications
with robust application-layer repair. MobiStream augments
a number of techniques for error resilience using virtual
channels: multiple video description coding, fine-grained slice-
structured video coding, low-delay slice interleaving, unequal
error protection and smart video-data packet scheduling. We
demonstrate the efficacy of virtual channels through these
enhancements.

3) We exploit the perceptual value, i.e., visually more important
data within the video data stream along with the characteristics
of the WWAN link layer and channels to enable efficient error-
resilient video streaming. We argue (and show) that traditional
metrics that measure video distortion like PSNR (Peak Signal
to Noise Ratio) may not always capture the impact of burst
packet losses on the visual perception of the streaming video
content. PSNR by itself cannot indicate the ‘region-of-interest’
in a video frame to a user. It can only measure bit-by-bit dif-
ferences. To this end, we present perceptual slice-structured
video coding that partitions video frames them into number of
small, independently decodable, blocks of data (called ‘slices’)
and assigns priority to each individual slice using region-of-
interest based coding. These frames of a video stream are then
reconstructed with assigned priority based on its perceptual use-
fulness. Through real experiments, we demonstrate the effec-
tiveness of perceptual slice-structured video coding.

Although prior research work has investigated error-resilient
video streaming in the context of both wired and wireless net-
works, however our work differs from each of them in several
ways. In section VI we discuss related work.

Roadmap

This paper is laid out as follows. The next section describes
the ViCs abstraction. Section III motivates the case for video
streaming over ViCs while Section IV proposes several tech-
niques for error resilience using ViCs. Section V presents the
implementation and evaluation of MobiStream. In section VI
we discuss related work and the last section concludes our pa-
per.

II. VIRTUAL CHANNELS (VIC) ABSTRACTION FOR

WIRELESS WIDE-AREA NETWORKS

Virtual Channels exploits two well-known principles in
wireless video communications:

1) The first is that different parts of a video bit-stream
consists of data with different importance, and hence
needs to be protected via forward error correction (FEC)
and automatic retransmission request (ARQ) to variable
degrees.

2) The second motivates from an important observation
that, instead of lower layers control wireless channels, let
the video applications take partial control of these wire-
less channels using unequal FECs and/or retransmissions
at the application layer itself.

MAC
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Fig. 3. Illustration of the Virtual Channels (ViC) Abstraction in WWANs.

Today’s WWAN networks however lack any mechanisms to
support variable degrees of FEC protection or even retransmis-
sions policies for the differently marked packets. For instance,
the newly deployed CDMA2000 3G cellular system offers rea-
sonably reliable transmissions over the radio link with a Radio
Link Protocol (RLP) that provides, at best, “best effort” level of
link-layer reliability set as network default.

Note that CDMA2000 standard however does specify data
services to be flexibly defined and specified independently
within the confines of the physical layer and the multiplex
sub-layer interface. (see figure 2). The system has been de-
signed to support multiple instances of the same service op-
tion commonly referred to as service instances. This option in
CDMA2000 supports a maximum of six service instances per
mobile (MN), each of which can have a different associated ra-
dio link protocol (RLP) settings.

Despite these encouraging developments, applications do not
take advantage in ways reliability can be exploited at the link-
layer in these networks. Virtual Channels (ViCs) abstraction
(see figure 3) aims to exploit this advantage offered by the
link-layer (RLP) in CDMA2000 WWANs to allow video ap-
plications to flexibly change and control the levels of reliability
available at the link-layer in these networks.

Video applications still lack adequate control of the WWAN
link and physical layer channels. These applications are rigidly
tied to the “best-effort” levels of service guarantees based on
the available link-layer FECs and cannot effectively prioritize
transmissions of the more important video data. Therefore, if
video applications could take partial control of the channel, the
best way to achieve this could be to use application layer FECs,
i.e., disabling link layer ARQ and error correction and allowing
video applications take control.

Virtual Channels abstraction proposed in this paper not only
benefits video applications by providing variable degrees of
reliability, but it also empowers them to take partial control
of the wireless channels by using application-layer FECs.
Note however that the delays resulting from using FECs and
retransmissions at the application layer may be too excessive
for a full-scale applications layer channel control.



Virtual Channels and CDMA2000 Architecture. Virtual Chan-
nels and CDMA2000 QoS architecture can very well co-exist
to the particular benefit of video streaming applications. In
fact, Virtual Channels may even exploit many of features avail-
able from the CDMA2000 QoS architecture. For example,
CDMA2000 QoS supports two subscriber modes— assured and
non-assured mode. A mobile subscribed to an assured mode
has the option of sending a set of QoS parameters– for exam-
ple, the required air-link data rate, requested air-link frame error
rate, acceptable air-link frame error rate. This set of QoS pa-
rameters in CDMA2000 is known to as a QoS Blob. Using this
QoS information, the radio access bearer (RAB) service layer in
CDMA2000, based on per-active session requirements from the
BSC and the current RF conditions, decides the optimal QoS
mutliplexing mechanism and the MAC sublayer multiplexing
mechanism over the radio link. The eventual goal of the RAB
service layer is to maximize the RF spectrum utilization, given
the constraints of radio link quality and per-flow QoS require-
ments over-the-air.

Virtual Channels can similarly exploit use of the MAC layer
in ways to efficiently multiplex traffic from multiple virtual
channels (service instances) onto physical layer channels (the
multiplex sub-layer).

Constructing Virtual Channels with PPP Protocol. Virtual
Channels can be efficiently constructed using the PPP proto-
col. In the CDMA2000 architecture, IP packets received by
the WWAN gateway (called PDSN) are sent over a GRE tunnel
as frames to the BSC. At the BSC, data is converted to a byte
stream which is then sent as RLP frames to the mobile node.
Note that a single PPP (point-to-point) protocol session carries
all data traffic in the form of PPP frames from the MN to the
PDSN and from the PDSN to the MN.

There are two cases that arise in the way PPP is used.

Case 1: No service differentiation with Virtual Channels:
When no service differentiation is required using Virtual
Channels to and from a single user, then mapping of all the
video data traffic onto a single RLP session is adequate. Thus,
within the PPP frames, class based scheduling, for example,
based on UDP/IP information, can be performed on the PPP
frames. However once the PPP frames are converted to a byte
stream and sent as RLP frames, these RLP frames are delivered
to the MN in sequence. This is ensured by sequence numbers
on the RLP frames.

Case 2: Data Prioritization using Virtual Channels: This
is a special case of service differentiation using PPP and the
procedure works as follows. A mobile node (MN) and a radio
access network (RAN) can identify service specific instances
with a service reference identifier (say sr id1 to sr idn ). A
single radio session is then maintained for all the connections
(flows) associated with an MN and there is one PPP session per
MN.

However a MN can establish multiple service instances for
multiple such Virtual Channels within the network (RAN). To
do this, the MN first establishes a primary PPP service instance
before establishing secondary service instances. All service in-

stances have to be of packet data, although different new service
options (e.g. for VoIP) could also be defined. These new ser-
vice options could also defer in the way RTP/UDP/IP headers
are compressed, i.e., link-layer-assisted robust header compres-
sion (LLA-RoHC) used for transparent header compression and
good enough header compression (GEHCO) for nontransparent
header compression.

In this manner each RLP session in a service instance
corresponds to a Virtual Channel that can have parameters
such as the number of retransmissions applicable to all the
RLP frames in that session. Thus, when retransmissions are
not needed for certain portions of video data streamed over
a Virtual Channel, it can be turned off just for that particular
session. Other channels however can flexibly change the
number of retransmissions to benefit efficient streaming of the
partitioned video content.

Mapping Virtual Channels onto PHY Layer Channels. Virtual
Channel data in the form of link layer RLP data are multiplexed
onto multiple PHY channels. An inherent advantage from this
type of channels mapping is channel diversity.

CDMA2000 EvDO provides two types of logical channels in
the current packet data implementations: Fundamental CHan-
nel (FCH) and Supplemental CHannel (SCH). FCH maintains
the physical layer connection and carries both signaling and a
portion of packet data traffic, whereas SCH is allocated dynami-
cally based on the traffic demand and carries high-speed packet
data. The range of SCH data rate depends on the specified Ra-
dio Configuration (RC). There are 5 different radio configura-
tions (RC1 through RC5) specified on the forward link (down-
link). Most infrastructure and handset vendors implement RC3,
which includes a 9.6 kb/s FCH. Therefore, the peak forward link
data rate for a data user in CDMA2000 EvDO network can be as
high as 2400 kb/s (2SCH+1FCH+1DCCH) at the physical layer.

The overall user throughput is bursty due to the dynamically
assigned channel data rate. However the practical data rate allo-
cated for a user at a given instant is determined by the network
using vendor-specific algorithm. In a multi-data-user situation,
the available resources is shared by all high-speed packet data
users. The resource scheduler of the wireless network has con-
trol over when and what rate gets allocated to a virtual channel,
i.e., rate assigned to a physical layer channel.

III. RESILIENCE TO BURST ERRORS IN VIDEO STREAMS

An inherent problem with any communications system is that
information may be altered or lost during transmission due to
channel noise. The effect of such information loss can have
severe negative impact on the transport of compressed video
streams because any damage to the compressed bit-stream may
lead to objectionable visual distortion at the decoder.

To illustrate the visual artifacts caused by burst packet errors
in a compressed video stream, in figure 4 we show a recon-
structed (decoded) video frame from the akiyo video sequence.
The original video frame was encoded using the H.264 encoder
[1] at an average rate of 256 Kbps with a macroblock quantiza-
tion parameter of 201. This is shown in the image in figure 4(a)
(psnr of 44.6).

1Quantization Parameter in H.264 have values between [1-51] range.



(a) No Loss (PSNR: 44.6) (b) 5% loss (PSNR: 34.6) (c) 20% loss (PSNR: 23.7) (d) 20% loss (PSNR: 24.1)

Fig. 4. Shows the impact of burst packet loss on video picture quality for the 3rd frame in akiyo video sequence. (The grey inner rectangle indicates the
region-of-interest in this frame.)
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The image shown in figure 4(b) is a reconstructed frame
(psnr of 34.1), where 5% packet loss leads to five damaged
macroblocks in that particular frame. This causes visible dis-
continuity leading to perceptual degradation when the damaged
block falls in a region of fast motion or in a region-of-interest
within a video frame (as shown in the white box). This visible
distortion degrades further when burst loss length is increased
to 20% (leading to 20 damaged macroblocks) shown in figure
4(c) (psnr of 23.7).

However when damaged macroblocks do not corrupt mac-
roblocks that belong to a region-of-interest within a given
frame, the overall visual perceptual distortion may not be as se-
vere. This is evident in the image shown in figure 4(d) (psnr of
24.1) where a burst loss of 20% (again leading to 20 lost mac-
roblocks) shows significantly reduced visual perceptual distor-
tion when compared to the image shown in figure 4(c). Note
that burst loss in figure 4(c) and 4(d) as well as the mean degra-
dation (in psnr) are nearly the same. However unlike the frame
in figure 4(c) all the lost macroblocks for the frame in figure
4(d) are concentrated or located outside the region-of-interest.
Therefore, the reconstructed frame in this case looks signifi-
cantly much better even when it is compared to the 5% burst
packet loss scenario depicted earlier in frame of figure 4(b).
This example clearly demonstrates the importance of percep-
tual coding in video frames.

Signal reconstruction and error-concealment techniques have
been developed to alleviate the visible distortion in frames.

These techniques strive to obtain a close approximation of the
original signal or attempt to make the output signal at the de-
coder least objectionable to the human eye.

Using the latest H.264 implementation as an example [1] the
process of error-concealment for a lost macroblock works as
follows. If the lost macroblock was not intra-coded, then an
estimate of its motion vector is computed by examining the
motion vectors of its neighbors. The lost macroblock is then
motion compensated using the estimated motion vector. If the
lost macroblock was intra-coded, then its contents are spatially
interpolated from adjacent macroblocks. If the adjacent intra
macroblocks are lost too, then all lost macroblocks for that
frame are assumed to be inter-coded. Finally, the encoder also
uses a macroblock refresh mechanism that intra-codes mac-
roblocks according to a pre-determined “walk-around” pattern.
This walk-around refresh mechanism is used to clean up resid-
ual encoder and decoder reference frame mismatches.

Despite efficient error-concealment techniques, when a re-
constructed video is played back in real time, visible distor-
tions still appear in more than one slice, because of the spatial
and temporal error propagation effects. These distortions are vi-
sually annoying and are certainly not acceptable for streaming-
based video entertainment applications. Note also that the dam-
aged macroblocks in an I-frame causes reconstructional errors
in the following P-frames or B-frames.

Figure 5 plots video distortion with mean decoded PSNR
vs. burst loss length (in % of macroblocks) for four video se-
quences encoded at similar data and frame-rates. The results
shows that video distortion are not necessarily the same for dif-
ferent video sequences. Some streams (e.g. mother and daugh-
ter) are somewhat inherently more resilient to burst errors as
evident from their calculated mean PSNR shown as in figure 5.
Nevertheless, such objective assessment of videostreams using
measured PSNR however may not always translate to a similar
subjective assessment (as that perceived by a human eye) for
reasons described above.

IV. ERROR-RESILIENT TECHNIQUES USED IN

MOBISTREAM

In this section we describe the different techniques used in
MobiStream to improve error resilience using virtual channels.
These techniques are: (1) multiple description video coding,
(2) slice structure-based video coding, (3) inter-frame and intra-
frame slice interleaving, and, (4) dynamic unequal error protec-
tion, and, (5) priority-based slice scheduling.
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A. Multiple Description Coding

MobiStream exploits error-resilience using multiple indepen-
dent description of the video over virtual channels. With Mul-
tiple Description Coding (MDC) a video stream is split into
multiple independent video sub-streams (description), and each
stream is decoded independently at a somewhat reduced qual-
ity. This independence in the video sub-streams leads to better
error-resilience when streaming over virtual channels by limit-
ing the error propagation to only one description.

MobiStream constructs multiple descriptions of video that
are adapted to the characteristics of the virtual channel. For
example consider MobiStream used two virtual channels: a re-
liable virtual channel (with ARQ enabled) and an unreliable vir-
tual channel (ARQ and error correction disabled). Using tem-
poral subsampling, MobiStream will construct two indepen-
dent video substreams from the original video sequence. For
instance, a video stream encoded at a bit-rate of 144 Kbps at 15
fps can be constructed by MobiStream using MDC by splitting
the same original video sequence now into two independently
encoded video substreams, each encoded at a datarate of 72
Kbps at 7.5 fps. The resulting encoded video sub-streams are
streamed over the virtual channels.

B. Slice-structured Video Coding

MobiStream uses slice-structured video coding as a fine-
grained video coding mechanism to reduce video distortion due
to burst packet losses.

A slice consists of one or more than one macroblocks (MBs)
of a frame providing spatially distinct resynchronization points
in the video data for that particular frame. Since no intra-frame
prediction occurs across slice boundaries, the more the number
of slices in a frame will also lead to increased error resilience at
the expense of somewhat reduced coding efficiency.

Because intra-frame prediction cannot cross slice boundaries
and because the probability of a short packet being corrupted or
lost is lower than that for a larger packet, the overall packet loss
probability will be reduced if these slice data-packets are made
relatively small.

In figure 6 we plot the slice packet size distribution for I, P,
and B-frame slices encoded at 144 Kbps 15fps for 300 frames of
the Foreman video sequence with “ibpbpb” GoP structure. Note
that each slice packet used in this distribution corresponds to
one macroblock of a video frame. Therefore, for a QCIF format
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video sequence this corresponds to a total of (9 × 11) = 99
macroblocks per frame or same number of slice data packets.
We can see from the figure that majority (> 80%) of these slice-
data packets have size of less than 60 bytes.

MobiStream incorporates four different slice-group alloca-
tion schemes:

• Allzero slices: All-zero slice pattern consists of only one
slice group, as typical scan-order slices (see fig. 7(a)).

• Interleave slices: In this pattern, macroblocks for even
rows are assigned to slice group 0, while macroblocks in
odd rows are assigned to slice group 1 (see fig. 7(b)).

• Checker-Board slices: A checker-board layout consists of
the even rows, the even macroblocks are in slice group 0
and odd macroblocks are in slice group 1. (fig. 7(c))

Proposed Perceptual Video Coding. Slice groups can be ef-
ficiently utilized to code video frames based on ‘region-of-
interest’. As described in Section IV, a region-of-interest cod-
ing technique mainly utilizes the human visual characteristics.
For example, users typically pay more attention to a particular
region-of-interest of a given video frame and they also tend to
be less sensitive to the changes in the background (see figure
7(d)).

We exploit this inherent characteristic in video streams in our
proposed perceptual slice-structured video coding. A region-
of-interest in video frames can be encoded with a higher qual-
ity by choosing a better quantization parameter or by using a
more error-resilient slice-group allocation. Figure 7(d) shows
perceptual slice-structure coding scheme for a frame using dif-
ferent slice-group allocation scheme. In this example a frame
from the ‘carphone’ sequence is slice-allocated in a way such
that a scattered/checkerboard slice-group allocation is used to
code the ‘region-of-interest’ whereas a less error-resilient ‘al-
lzero’ slice pattern is used for other less interesting regions of
that frame.

An advantage of this type of slice-allocation is that priority
of slices in each slice-group allocations can be easily specified.
Therefore, slices from the region-of-interest of a frame will
be prioritized more than slices that belong to other regions of
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that frame. Note that ‘region-of-interest’ for different video se-
quences can be dynamically detected using sophisticated frame
object motion and edge detection mechanisms that are available
for video.

C. Slice Interleaving

MobiStream uses slice interleaving technique as a tool to
overcome the impact of burst losses in virtual channels. The
objective is to mitigate the impact of such burst losses on video
streams. Using slice interleaving adjacent lost slice-data pack-
ets of a frame are spatially distributed, which is less disturbing
than concentrating the errors in one single region of the screen.
When immediate neighbors of a lost macroblock are decoded
successfully, the decoder can use the decoded information from
neighboring macroblocks to predict the motion vectors and spa-
tial content of the lost macroblock with better accuracy.

Two different levels of interleaving are used:
• (1) Inter-frame slice interleaving: In this scheme slices

from multiple different frames are interleaved (fig. 8),
• (2) Intra-frame slice interleaving: In this scheme slices

belonging to the same video frame are interleaved (fig. 9).
MobiStream implements a simple block-based interleaver for

slice-data interleaving. In this approach, each individual slice
data is first written as a codeword (including its FEC) row-by-
row into an m×n matrix-array and read out column-by-column
by the interleaver before it is streamed over virtual channels.
However the reverse process is performed by the deinterleaver.
Between successive symbols (bytes) of any given codeword
there are m − 1 symbols that belong to the m - 1 other code-
words being interleaved. If the interleaver has sufficient depth
then channel fading that affects successive symbols belonging
to the same codeword will be uncorrelated.

D. Unequal Error Protection

MobiStream protects data partitions in video streams us-
ing unequal error protection (UEP), but without adding signif-
icant overhead, according to their importance for reconstruc-
tion. UEP can significantly improve error resilience in stream-
ing video over unreliable virtual channels.

MobiStream uses multiple shortened Reed-Solomon (RS)
codes for dynamic Forward Error Correction (FEC) for use with
slice-data packets. An RS(n,k) reed soloman code represents
an n symbol length code which contains k source symbols and

83 4 7 13 14 15 1610 11 12651 2 17 18 2019

3 9 1913 181 6 10 2015
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Fig. 9. Intraframe slice interleaving in MobiStream.

n-k protection symbols (as redundant data). RS(n,k) code can
correct up to [(n-k)/2)] symbols errors. Thus, if at least n-k
out of n symbols are correctly received, the underlying source
information can be correctly decoded. Otherwise, none of the
symbols can be recovered by the receiver.

In MobiStream there are different ways to apply UEP in the
transport of priority slice-data packets. For instance, in the
case of perceptual slice-structured coding, MobiStream protects
slice-data packets (macroblocks) with UEP that belong to the
region-of-interest (ROI). Therefore slice-data packets from a
ROI are protected better than slice-data packets available from
other less interesting regions of that frame. In the same way,
picture headers, motion vectors, picture parameter sets and I-
frame slice-packets provide valuable video information and of-
fered strong protection.

E. Slice Service Scheduling

MobiStream incorporates a scheduling strategy based on pri-
ority of the partitioned slice-data packets. Scheduling these
slice-data packets over virtual channels however means that
they are subjected to variable channel delays, burst losses and
fluctuating channel bandwidths. This may lead to out-of-order
arrival of slice-data packets at the receiver that are then identi-
fied by the RTP [9] sequencing information. Therefore, to over-
come such problems of out-of-order slice-data packets arrivals
over virtual channels, a receiver-end decoder can use a buffer to
store and appropriately mark all the received (or lost) slice-data
packet based on the information extracted from received RTP
data.

Note that H.264 video decoder [1] used in MobiStream al-
lows out-of-order decoding of slices. Hence reordering of slice-
data packets in the jitter buffer is not required.
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Fig. 11. Sample burst loss distributions for different packet sizes over a com-
mercial CDMA2000 EvDO network. Each experiment consisted of 100000
back-to-back packet UDP samples at 144Kbps. static and mobile corre-
sponds to stationary and mobile (drive) tests respectively. RLP/E and RLP/D
indicates radio link layer as Enabled or Disabled by the client (Samsung
SCH/a890).

V. EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we report on our experimental results. We first
conduct experiments over a commercial cellular CDMA2000
EvDO network and show what levels of statistical loss guar-
antees video streaming applications can exploit over a WWAN
network. Next, by replaying these traces for loss statistics with
MobiStream, we show to what extent MobiStream can ben-
efit video streaming performance using virtual channels. Fi-
nally, we also study the efficacy of the different error-resilient
schemes used in MobiStream.

A. Link Tests with CDMA2000 EvDO WWAN

We conducted tests to obtain a realistic picture of the WWAN
link performance effects and analyze what impact it can have on
video streaming. Our tests had two important goals. First, we
wanted to test what data-rate guarantees one can achieve in to-
days WWAN for efficient video streaming. Second, we wanted
to evaluate the link loss statistics under different WWAN condi-
tions. Finally, by using the statistical data made available from
these tests, we then measure its impact on MobiStream.

Testbed Setup: Our experimental setup consists of a commer-
cial cellular CDMA2000 EvDO network testbed shown in fig-
ure 10. The client connects to the WWAN network using a PPP
(point-to-point) link. In these tests we use a Samsung SCH-
a890 EvDO handset (PPP using serial link) with maximum
data-rate of 2400 Kbps and 153 Kbps for forward(downlink)
and reverse(uplink), respectively. Our CDMA EvDO opera-
tor provides a globally routeable public IP address to its mo-
bile hosts, sans firewall. Hence we are able to stream UDP test
packets to-and-from a public server located in our Lab and our
mobile host. In all these tests the error correction at the lower
layer is kept enabled ,i.e., packets that fail the error checksum
test are simply discarded.

We conducted streaming tests using UDP at three different
data-rates of 64Kbps, 144Kbps, and 256 Kbps, respectively.
For each experiment at these given data-rates, we used four

Streaming Tests (UDP pkt. trains at 64;144;256Kbps)
32 Bytes 64 Bytes 256 Bytes

Trace tot.loss burst(%) tot.loss burst(%) tot.loss burst(%)
Scenario smpl.(%) len>5 smpl.(%) len>5 smpl.(%) len>5
Static-1(RLP/E) 0.12 79 0.21 21 0.28 26
Static-2(RLP/D) 0.53 86 0.51 34 0.88 37
Mobile(RLP/E) 0.36 83 0.53 23 0.64 29

TABLE I
PACKET LOSS STATISTICS FROM TESTS IN STATIONARY AND DRIVE

(MOBILE) CONDITIONS OVER A CDMA2000 EVDO NETWORK.

different UDP sample packet size of 32 bytes, 64 bytes, 128
bytes and 256 bytes respectively. The choice of these packet
size samples were made based on the typical slice packet-size
distribution set for our encoder (figure 6).

Each experiment consisted of 100000 back-to-back UDP
packet samples using ttcp+ installed in both the time syn-
chronized mobile host (a laptop) and the server located in our
lab. ttcp+ is modified to use a time-stamp and sequence num-
ber, hence we could detect lost packets or packets that arrived
out-of-order. These tests were conducted in the following dif-
ferent scenarios: (1) stationary host (link-layer ARQ as net-
work default), (2) mobile host while driving (link-layer ARQ
as network default), and, (3) stationary host (link-layer ARQ
disabled). We obtained a minimum of 5 sample sets for each
individual test.

Figure 11 show burst loss distributions from a sample set for
different packet sizes at a set datarate of 144 Kbps. We can
observe that typical burst packet loss distributions for reason-
ably reliable “best-effort” channel (RLP/E) compared to unre-
liable channel (RLP/D) show burst loss length concentrations
towards shorter burst loss lengths. Note that distributions for
other data-rates were mostly similar, except that we observed
less concentrated burst packets losses for the 256 Kbps stream-
ing UDP tests.

Increasing the datarate significantly beyond 256 Kbps
showed more such loss artifacts, hence we chose to use the more
stable data-rates within this range. Since we have also observed
out-of-order arrivals of packet samples in our tests, we conjec-
ture that network default settings (RLP/E) of the link-layer is
not set to achieve a very high level of reliability. Nevertheless,
we can see that when packet sample size is increased, loss dis-
tributions show more concentrations towards smaller burst loss
lengths.

Parameters Value

Video Sequence Foreman
Sequence Length 300 frames
Format QCIF (176 × 144 pixels)
Slice structure 1 slice per MB
Entropy Coding CABAC
GOP Structure I-B-P-B-P-B
Data Rate 144 Kbps
Frame Rate 15 fps
Data Partitioning Disabled
Rate-Distortion Optimization Disabled

TABLE II
H.264 ENCODER PARAMETERS USED IN MOBISTREAM EVALUATION.

Table I also summarizes loss statistics from each of these
tests. It is clear from this table that for an unreliable channel,
the total number of lost samples is higher and loss burst samples
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show more even (or flat) distributions, which also confirms that
the probability of losing more successive data packets and to-
tal number of lost samples using an unreliable channel is more
than a reasonably reliable “best effort” channel.

This result motives our observation in MobiStream that video
streaming applications can benefit from a range of statistical
loss guarantees available using virtual channels.

B. Evaluating MobiStream with Virtual Channels

In this section we demonstrate how MobiStream improves
error-resilience in video streaming using a range of techniques
in different scenarios.

Experiment Setup: We have used the H.264/AVC encoder and
decoder in MobiStream [1]. External to this codec software,
we built all the necessary modifications for use with this codec
and implemented the different techniques proposed to improve
error resilience. In addition, we also instrumented the H.264
encoder with the ability to control the streams of a video se-
quence, the ability to statically induce burst packet losses by
corrupting specific macroblocks within frames, and to then re-
play these damaaged streams with an instrumented decoder that
also logs video distortion.

Note that in our experiments we have used loss distributions
obtained from the WWAN stationary and mobile tests reported
in the previous section. We have used these loss statistics with
the available software to induce burst losses and to replay these
video streams with the decoder for each of the test scenarios as
described. Unless stated otherwise, the H.264 encoder uses the
parameters shown in table II.

The reported decoded PSNR is the arithmetic mean over
the decoded luminance PSNR for frames of the encoded se-
quence.For all comparable results, the same starting position for
a video sequence have been applied.It is also assumed that high-
level syntax parameters (e.g. Picture Parameter Set) have been
transmitted in advance and out-of-band using a reliable setup
protocol. The RTP/UDP/IP/PPP overhead after RoHC (Robust
header compression), and the link layer overhead is taken into
account in the encoder’s bit-rate constraints. The error con-
cealment method in the decoder is based on that discussed in
Section 4.
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Fig. 13. Relative improvement in decoded PSNR using virtual channels for
burst losses at 20% for different FEC used with unreliable virtual channels.
Frames of a GoP (ibpbpb) in the Foreman sequence are shown.

1) MobiStream and Dynamic FECs with ViCs: We demon-
strate how MobiStream can use application-layer FECs to im-
prove video streaming performance in the face of burst losses
using Virtual Channels. MobiStream makes use of three dif-
ferent FEC codes: RS(127,107), RS(127,87) and RS(127,67)
as specified in their increasing order of their ability to cor-
rect burst packet errors. Thus, dynamic FECs are applied in
MobiStream using the shortened Reed Soloman (RS) codes to
overcome burst losses over an unreliable channel.

Note that the choice of these codes are made based on packet
loss distributions shown in the previous section. The codeword
is of 1 byte size with multiple slice packets that can be aggre-
gated to improve code efficiency and reduce header overhead.
For example, two slice packets (macroblocks) in a B-frame may
be combined to form a larger packet that also suits the selected
code length.

Figure 12 shows the performance trade-offs using different
RS codes on mean decoded PSNR when packet burst loss rate
is varied over an unreliable channel. It can be observed that,
depending on the burst loss rate, RS codes can provide differ-
ent degrees of benefit in their mean decoded PSNR. For ex-
ample, when channel conditions are relatively good such that
burst losses are in the range 0-10%, then use of RS(127,107)
leads to optimal performance. However when losses are rel-
atively high (20-30% burst losses) using a much heavier code
like RS(127,67) provides better gains in the decoded PSNR.
However the benefit of using a heavier code comes at an ex-
pense of reduced coding efficiency.

Figure 13 plots the relative benefit in decoded PSNR using
different RS codes for a burst loss of 20%. The figure shows
the relative benefit in the PSNR for the first few frames of a
group of pictures (GoP:ibpbpb). It can be observed from this
figure that, at burst loss of 20%, using RS(127,87) code pro-
vides the best performance in mean decoded PSNR leading to
improvements in the range between 2.4-2.8 dB whereas use of
RS(127,67) increases coding overhead somewhat and reduces
PSNR benefit by 0.2-0.4 dB.

2) MobiStream with Multiple Virtual Channels: We next
evaluate the benefits using multiple virtual channels in Mo-
biStream. In this experiment MobiStream makes use of two
virtual channels. Each virtual channel provides a datarate of
72 Kbps, so a total available datarate of 144 Kbps. The first
channel is a reliable virtual channel with link ARQ enabled (as
network default). The second channel is an unreliable virtual
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Fig. 14. Decoded PSNR for running 300 frames for Foreman video sequence.
Shows (top-bottom): (a) decoded PSNR (no losses), (b) decoded PSNR in pres-
ence of stationary channel losses, (c) decoded PSNR using 2 virtual channels
in presence of stationary losses, and, (d) decoded PSNR using 2 virtual chan-
nels with MDC in presence of stationary losses. Also shown are packet errors
induced in different video frames (as dotted vertical lines).

channel (link layer ARQ disabled). For the unreliable virtual
channel, MobiStream makes use of dynamic application layer
FECs as described in the previous section. For these exper-
iments we use a simple round-robin scheduler that schedules
slice data packets across virtual channels.

Figures 14 (a) and (b) plot the mean decoded PSNR for
the running 300 frames sequence in Foreman video when it is
streamed over a WWAN link (without virtual channels). Hence
for each burst loss event shown in figure 14(b) we can find that
the PSNR for frames in the decoded stream in many instances
drops below 22 dB. This leads to a poor overall picture quality
of the decoded video stream that is also quite objectionable to
the normal human eye.

In figure 14 (c) we plot the decoded PSNR using MobiStream
when the same video sequence is streamed over two virtual
channels. The channel in this case was subjected to station-
ary burst packet losses. But because MobiStream uses dynamic
FECs over the unreliable virtual channel, we can find that it can
recover from most of these burst losses leading to much better
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and improved video picture quality. Figures 15 and 16 also
plot the cummulative distributions of the decoded PSNR for
Foreman sequence with stationary and mobile induced losses
respectively. It is clear that by using multiple virtual channels
and dynamic application-based FECs, MobiStream is able to
significantly improve the video picture quality over WWANs.

3) MobiStream and MDC with Virtual Channels: The main
difference in this scenario from that in the previous one is we
split the video stream encoded at 144 Kbps (15 fps) into two in-
dependent video substreams using temporal subsampling. This
means that for a given video sequence, MobiStream encodes
two independent substreams for a maximum datarate of 72 kbps
at 7.5 fps. Thus, combining these two independent descriptions
gives an overall equivalent datarate of 144 kbps at 15 fps. Thus,
MDC in MobiStream can create two completely independent
video descriptions by intelligently skipping and coding the odd
and even frames of a video sequence respectively.

We conducted tests using MobiStream by streaming the two
video substreams over virtual channels. Note that in these tests
we disabled all other MobiStream enhancements, i.e., slice-
structured coding, slice interleaving etc. For comparable re-
sults, we use the same starting positions and the channel statis-
tics of mobile and stationary loss distributions that are taken
from the experimental results of Section V-A.

Figure 14 (d) plots the decoded PSNR in MobiStream when
video substreams are streamed over the respective virtual chan-
nels. We can see that MobiStream is again able to recover from
most of the burst losses leading to further improvement in de-
coded picture quality. Figure 15 and 16 depicts the comparative
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benefit available using MDC over virtual channels and when
not using MDC. Thus, we can see that MDC over virtual chan-
nels imparts extra error-resilience in video streaming and fur-
ther improves the video picture quality in the presence of such
burst losses.

4) MobiStream and Slice-structured Coding with ViCs: We
evaluated the intrinsic error-resilience properties of the differ-
ent slice-structure based coding schemes that are used in Mo-
biStream. We compared four different slice-based coding tech-
niques: (1) allzero slices, (2) interleaved slices, (3) checker-
board slices, and, (4) our proposed perceptual slice-structured
coding scheme.

In these set of experiments we have used a channel band-
width of 144 kbits/s. The target coding rate was however set
to about 140 kbits/s; this rate was met by manually adjusting
the quantization parameter in the encoder. Remainder of the
bandwidth is left for different encoder-related constraints. In
the following tests, the video streaming was assumed to start
only after a setup interval during which the receiver buffer was
filled. For these test a receiver buffer size of 5s is assumed.

We used MobiStream with and without the virtual channels.
However for the scenario when the virtual channels are used,
two such channels are considered each providing a datarate of
72 Kbps. The first is a reliable virtual channel and the second
channel is an unreliable virtual channel (link layer ARQ dis-
abled). Dynamic application-layer FECs are applied for data
over the unreliable virtual channel. Except for the percep-
tual slice-based video coding scheme that uses a priority-based
scheduler, rest of all our experiments make use of a simple
round-robin scheduler that schedules slice data packets across
virtual channels.

In figure 17 we plot the decoded PSNR for each of the slice-
coding schemes when burst loss rate is varied. We can ob-
serve that, even when virtual channels are not used, slice-based
coding improves the decoded PSNR of the video stream. We
can see that interleaved-slices perform better than the allzero
slices, while checkerboard-slices outperform all other slice-
coding schemes w.r.t. mean decoded PSNR when burst loss
rate is increased.

We conclude that video error concealment schemes perform
very well when the lost packets as macroblocks are arranged
in a checkerboard/scattered blocks fashion whereas interleave
slice-pattern works only relatively better than allzero. This
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is because as the distance between a corrupted block and the
nearest error-free blocks increases, the distrotion in recovered
blocks grows. This arrangement is typically helpful in conceal-
ing the lost blocks by their surrounding blocks because images
are generally smooth at block boundaries. Therefore, scattered
slices are more easily concealed as compared to those concen-
trated in a small region. Subjective assessment of such decoded
video streams in some cases show that, at loss rates of up to
10%, the visual impact of the losses can be kept low that only a
trained eye can identify them.

Figure 18 plots the decoded PSNR when such slice-coding
schemes are used with virtual channels. For this case we can
observe that by using dynamic FECs over unreliable channels,
MobiStream reduces the impact of burst losses to further im-
prove mean decoded PSNR (a 2-3 dB gain). Figure 20 show
the relative benefits of the different slice-coding schemes using
virtual channels for a GoP sequence in Foreman.

The Foreman sequence is known to be a very error conceal-
ment friendly video sequence, especially the later part of sec-
ond half with the camera pan. Subjectively, we do find that this
part and the later stable picture looks significantly better with
various slice-structured coding schemes.

Recall that, and as previously demonstrated in Section 4,
objective improvements in picture quality in video streams
through measured PSNR may not always capture the ‘region-
of-interest’ in frames that are perceptually (visually) more
important in video sequences. Therefore although checker-
board/scattered slice-coding schemes shows better performance
in its mean PSNR, the decoded frame using the perceptual slice-
structured coding looks better to a human eye.

Figure 19 shows the use of each of these slice-coding coding
schemes for the 55th frame of the decoded Foreman sequence
that was subjected to burst loss rate of 20%. From these frame
images we can clearly see (visually) how these different slice-
coding schemes perform (subjective to a human eye). Thus per-
ceptual slice-structured coding leads to better subjective video
picture quality than other slice-coding schemes.

5) MobiStream and slice interleaving with ViCs: We
conducted experiments to evaluate the gains using inter-frame
and intra-frame slice interleaving over ViCs. Because of
space constraints we only summarize the main result. The
gains observed with slice interleaving in the face of burst loss
depends on the slice interleave depth. Using virtual channels
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Fig. 19. Shows 55
th frame of the Foreman video sequence using different

slice-structured coding schemes. The left half of the figures shows different
slice-coding schemes without using virtual channels while right half shows the
improvement resulting from use of virtual channels. Figures a-4 and b-4 show
visually how perceptual slice-coding improves subjective video quality better
than other slice-coding schemes.

and an interleave depth of 5, our results show that relative
benefit in PSNR is in the 2.0-2.7 dB range at a burst loss of 20%.

Slice-structured Coding Overheads: The overheads from
slice-based coding, especially perceptual video coding and the
use of slice interleaving, comes primarily from the broken in-
picture prediction for the macroblock-line shaped slices and
from the slice headers. For small picture sizes, this overhead
may be substantial and can sometimes reach 10% or more of
the coded bits, but the improvements in error resilience through
error concealment is equally great.

The overhead comes from two sources: (i) the overhead of a
compound packet is two bytes per carried data unit (called NAL
unit in H.264), and, (ii) each macroblock line requires its own
slice header, which is often somewhere between 2 and 3 bytes
in size for QCIF (somewhat bigger for larger picture sizes).

Furthermore, there is an overhead associated with the fact

that at least two RTP packets are used when slice interleaving
is enabled (otherwise it could not help error concealment). The
overhead for an additional RTP packet is roughly 40 bytes (for
the IP/UDP/RTP header). Note that with RoHC (robust header
compression) this may be reduced to about 3 bytes or less.

A QCIF frame has 9 macroblock lines. With the above
assumptions in mind, the overhead for slice interleaving is
9×4+3 bytes or 39 bytes per frame. At a frame rate of 15 fps,
this results in 4.6 Kbit/s overhead at an operation point where
32 to 64 Kbit/s data rates are common. Thus, it is easy to see
that the overhead for slice interleaving is roughly less than 10%
of the bit rate (more for content where in-picture prediction is
very beneficial and for I-frames).

VI. RELATED WORK

Prior research work has investigated issues related to video
streaming in wired (e.g. [11][17]) and wireless environments
(e.g. [4] [15],[18], [3]).

Our work in MobiStream differs from other prior works in
several ways. In our work: (1) we introduce a link-layer based
but application-controlled virtual channels abstraction for effi-
cient streaming of video content over WWANs, (2) we exploit
link ‘awareness’ based on statistical loss distributions to serve
part of the video traffic, 3) we propose use of applications-
defined link-layer behavior to allow (video) applications con-
trol the use of virtual channels, 4) we use perceptual video data
prioritization to protect visually more important data than less
important ones, and, 5) we provide fine-grained error-resilience
using a range of available techniques over virtual channels.

In [18], Mao et al. use multiple description video coding
with path diversity in wireless adhoc networks. In particular,
they make use multiple description coding, reference picture
selection in conjunction with layered coding and feedback. Miu
et al. in [2] also performed a study of low-latency streaming
video over WLAN networks exploiting path diversity.

Van der Shaar et al. in [15] proposed a cross-layer system for
efficient streaming of video (MPEG-4) content over Wireless
LANs. They show that an optimal packet size can be derived
for efficient transmission based on channel (SNR) conditions
in WLANs. Using this information, they further propose to
dynamically change the MAC layer behavior (retransmissions)
and use dynamic application-layer FECs for improving video
streaming performance over Wireless LANs. MobiStream dif-
fers from the approach presented in [15] in that MobiSream
exploits the link ‘awareness’ available from statistical packet
loss distributions for virtual channels to enable efficient video
streaming in WWANs. Related other studies like [6] and [23]
have also investigated video streaming over wireless networks
from a cross-layer design perspective.

In [13], Chesterfield et al. study streaming performance by
exploiting diversity across multiple WWAN links and chan-
nels. They propose use of an application-layer packet repair
strategy operating across multiple WWAN networks for stream-
ing. Note that this is done by disabling the reliability (retrans-
missions) at the WWAN link-layer, and by allowing corrupted
data be forwarded and then repaired by the application (this ap-
proach is similar to UDP-lite [3]).
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Fig. 20. Relative benefit in PSNR using virtual channels for different slice-
based coding schemes at a burst loss rate of 20%. The different frames corre-
spond to a GoP (ibpbpb) in the Foreman video sequence.

MobiStream takes a different standpoint from that in [13]
for video streaming. Instead of considering a WWAN link as
either a hard-coded reliable link (retransmissions enabled) or
an unreliable link (no link-layer retransmissions), MobiStream
proposes the co-existence of multiple channel instances with
variable degrees of reliability and partial channel control with
application-layer FECs by using virtual channels. Thus, each
virtual channel in MobiStream offers a different level of sta-
tistical loss guarantees, allowing video applications to adap-
tively prioritize and flexibly schedule video content across vir-
tual channels.

In [12], Chakareski et al. compared layered coding vs. multi-
ple descriptions for video over multiple paths. They show that,
on one hand, layered coding over multiple paths provides scal-
able representation for video, on the other hand, multiple inde-
pendent descriptions over such paths improves error resilience.
Although MobiStream uses multiple descriptions for error re-
silience, it can very well leverage layered coding for scalable
video representations over virtual channels. The primary con-
cern using layered video coding is that the base layer needs to
be sufficiently well-protected or streamed over a more reliable
virtual channel.

Related other works have investigated improving video
streaming over wireless links in other ways. For example, Che-
ung et al. in [7] present a double feedback streaming agent
for improving video streaming over UMTS WWAN links while
Zheng et al. in [10] use a UPD-based transport protocol for
efficient media streaming in wireless networks.

In the recent years significant advances has been made within
H.26x video standards. In fact, several research studies based
on H.263/H.263+/H.264 have investigated different video cod-
ing techniques, e.g., [8],[14],[19], [22],[21] and [20]. Note that
all of these works make use of RTP [9] as the transport proto-
col of choice for error-resilient video streaming. Reports on the
performance of CDMA2000 networks, though not focussed on
link packet loss statistics, is available in [16] and [5].

VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We have presented MobiStream— a video streaming system
that exploits: 1) the perceptual value of the video data, and,
2) the characteristics of the link layer and physical layer chan-
nels to enable error-resilient video streaming over WWANs. An

initial prototype has been implemented and evaluated using loss
distributions from tests conducted over a commercial wide-area
wireless (CDMA2000 EvDO) network testbed. Results show
that MobiStream is error-resilient in both stationary and mobile
environments. We summarize the key features.

• Virtual Channel (ViC) Abstraction: ViC abstraction offers
the levels of reliability and statistical loss guarantees to video
applications using ‘awareness’ of the characteristics of the
link layer and physical layer channels.

• Fine-grained error-resilience: By partitioning video frames
into number of small, independently decodable, interleaved
blocks of data (‘slices’), MobiStream can significantly im-
prove video performance in presence of burst losses.

• Perceptual Video Coding: MobiStream associates priority to
slices that have a higher perceptual value. This improves the
overall subjective video quality.

• Applications-defined link layer behavior: Video applications
can flexibly instantiate multiple virtual channels each with an
associated ’soft’ reliability. Thus, partitioned video data can
be very effectively prioritized over such channels.

We have planned further experiments using MobiStream for
a spectrum of other video-based services, e.g., conversational
services like cellular video telephony and digital video broad-
casting services. Besides reusing many of the ideas proposed in
MobiStream, we would also like to extend the concept of vir-
tual channels abstraction in these different lossy environments
that we feel would ultimately lead to fewer and less annoying
video artifacts.
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